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From: gmclist-bounces@temp.gmcnet.org on behalf of rick flanagan
To: gmclist@temp.gmcnet.org
Subject: Re: [GMCnet] AUBURN RALLY ATTENDIES
Date: Friday, June 04, 2010 8:12:38 AM


Fellow GMCers,
This is what we found through lots of testing.
People don&#8217;t realize just how inadequate their properly adjusted OEM brakes are. Just because
you can get scratch on all 6 tires doesn&#8217;t mean you stop better. I have experienced this first
hand, when I screeched all 6 right on through a major intersection in Bozeman Montana at 50 mph.
Brand new, properly adjusted OEM brakes feel pretty good especially compared to the worn out brakes
you had. They feel GREAT around town & under relaxed slowing at freeway speeds. Where they fall
short is in a panic stop, when the brake lights come on unexpectedly right in front of you.
That&#8217;s when you wish you had that extra 50% of stopping we loose because of the
GMC&#8217;s swing arms. You see, under a hard stop, the swing arms cause the rear bogie tire to lift
& unload rendering it ineffective. When that happens, it puts more load on the forward bogie tires &
they unload. This then puts more load on the front tires &, well you get the idea.
Disk brakes feel even better around town & slowing under highway speeds, but from testing we found
that they make the brakes lock up even quicker under panic stops. Too much braking can be
dangerous, that&#8216;s why anti-lock brakes were developed. (That&#8217;s a topic for later.)
        Early on, the first guy I had drive my coach with the reaction arm said that he couldn&#8217;t
feel any difference between his drum brakes & mine. I was shocked. Later I realized he just drove it
around & sometimes applied the brakes a little harder then normal. NOT ENOUGH! Standard brakes feel
fine until you hit them HARD. That&#8217;s why at Auburn I had to twist arms first to get anyone to
drive my coach, then to NAIL THOSE BRAKES. It wasn&#8217;t until they did that that they under
stood what we have all been missing.


You mentioned that, &#8220;If there was a system that used OEM drums we would have a lot more
customers considering installation,&#8221; I feel that would be a BIG mistake because, (A) The cost to
make a replacement  adapter mounting plate with bearing & reattaching all that stuff would be
prohibitive, even more expensive then disks. (B) Drum brakes are more complicated, need periodic
adjustments, easily overheat & don&#8217;t like getting wet. Do I need to list the virtues of modern
disk brakes? During testing we found that having brakes that are TOO good will cause skidding even
with the reaction arm. The key is to get the right of friction that will safely stop the coach without
causing it to skid. The combination we settled on for my 26&#8217; 12,000 pound coach was 80mm
brakes on front & forward bogies & 70mm brakes on rear bogies. Pad types made some difference, but
not appreciable.
Look folks this is fundamental, nothing we do, wider brake shoes, disk brakes, sticky pads, even adding
the Quadra-Bag will eliminate the dangerous of panic stopping caused by the swing arms. I thought that
screeching the tires & praying to stop was a natural part of driving an RV. I was wrong. Thank you
Chuck.


Sincerely,
Rick Flanagan
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From: gmclist-bounces@temp.gmcnet.org on behalf of rick flanagan
To: gmclist@temp.gmcnet.org
Subject: Re: [GMCnet] AUBURN RALLY ATTENDIES
Date: Saturday, June 05, 2010 1:30:44 PM


Ken,
To answer a few of your questions:


1.      80mm disk brakes with ceramic pads on front & forward bogies and 70mm disk brakes on rear
bogies with metallic pads.


2.      We&#8217;ll need more information on your brake setup. Jim Kanomata will be the best person
to answer this question.


3.      The distance between the spindle flange & end of the hub is very limited. Varies from coach to
coach & between bearing sets. We designed a CUSTOM bronze bushing for this space, because of space
limitations, dirty environment & multiple spindle diameters to seat on. There is a zert fitting at one end
of the caliper adapter plate with grease grooves on both ID & OD of the bushing. We used a standard
1-1/2&#8221; ID x 1-1/4&#8221; long bronze bushing on the torque box side. It is also greased by a
zert located on the backside of the torque box.


4.      We used urethane A-arm bushings on both ends of the reaction arm on the REV 1 design. On
REV 2 WITH THE SWAY BARS, we use a LARGE urethane bushing with grease grooves where the sway
bar mounts to the frame. The custom sway bar end is formed with a &#190;&#8221; hole punched in
it. This slips over a .74&#8221; OD case-hardened steel sleeve that is pinched between the two
triangular shaped ears on the torque box. &#190;&#8221; flat washers are stacked on either side of
the sway bar end to take up the majority of the extra space along with two &#188;&#8221; thick o-
rings to cushion  some of the vector loading from the sway bar. We use the flat washers, because the
distance between bogie arms is not the same on all coaches.


5.      Yes, there is more to this then meets the eye. It&#8217;s designed to flex with the bogie arms
when backing, turning & going over rough roads. It&#8217;s designed with interchangeable parts that
will fit onto any GMC coach. (As far as I know)


Last night I put together a few exploded views of the reaction arm system. I've attached them to this
post, see below.


Cheers,
Rick Flanagan
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From: gmclist-bounces@temp.gmcnet.org on behalf of Jack Christensen
To: gmclist@temp.gmcnet.org
Subject: Re: [GMCnet] AUBURN RALLY ATTENDIES
Date: Friday, June 04, 2010 3:43:56 PM


Hi,
I'm an engineer and fairly good mechanic and drove Rich's coach.  As others have said, it's a significant
improvement in braking.  I was loath to jam on the brakes for fear of skidding, but Rich egged me on
and even challenged my manhood.  So, I did as hard braking and I could --  no skidding, stopped like a
car.  Their test data showed stopping distances at 35 mph reduced from something like 90+ feet with
the OEM brake system to the mid 50's with Chuck's system, and a quick drive convinces you that it's
true.  It's on my list of things to do, but first the leaking holding tank and front suspension need
attention.
--
Jack Christensen - K6ROW
'76 Glenbrook/Clasco
Sebastopol, CA
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From: gmclist-bounces@temp.gmcnet.org on behalf of Rob Mueller
To: gmclist@temp.gmcnet.org
Subject: Re: [GMCnet] AUBURN RALLY ATTENDIES
Date: Saturday, June 05, 2010 5:38:42 PM


Rick,


The GMCnet email system does not allow attachments so I've posted your
pictures to the Photo site, trust you do not mind.


http://www.gmcmhphotos.com/photos/showphoto.php?photo=34235


http://www.gmcmhphotos.com/photos/showphoto.php?photo=34236


http://www.gmcmhphotos.com/photos/showphoto.php?photo=34237


Chuck,


I suggest you copy and put them with the ones you've posted. Once you do
I'll delete them.


Ken,


Here's a series of pictures of the system that Chuck has posted to the Photo
site.


http://www.gmcmhphotos.com/photos/showphoto.php?photo=31932


Regards,
Rob Mueller
Sydney, Australia
AUS '75 Avion-The Blue Streak TZE365V100428
USA '75 Avion-Double Trouble TZE365V100426


-----Original Message-----
From: rick flanagan


Ken,


Last night I put together a few exploded views of the reaction arm system.
I've attached them to this post, see below.
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From: gmclist-bounces@temp.gmcnet.org on behalf of Jim Kanomata
To: gmclist@temp.gmcnet.org
Subject: Re: [GMCnet] AUBURN RALLY ATTENDIES
Date: Saturday, June 05, 2010 12:17:26 PM


My first experience with the reaction arm on my coach was the feel of
not having the rear rise when I would slam on the brake.
It took me time to realize that the energy that use to lift the coach
when you apply the brake was no longer doing that and it was all going
into the braking.
I had concern at Auburn when Rick was taking 2-3 other people to test
drive the coach with the arm. Concern was possible overhearing of the
brakes after about 4 group runs with severe stops. Rick had a full
water and fuel,along with additional 500-700 lbs of people on the
coach.
I believe he had around 8 runs one after another.
Well, the brakes remained normal and continued to function.
Rick made all the drivers slam on the brakes and they were amassed
that it did not skid.
>


--
Jim Kanomata
Applied/GMC, Fremont,CA
jimk@appliedairfilters.com
http://www.appliedgmc.com
1-800-752-7502
_
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From: gmclist-bounces@temp.gmcnet.org on behalf of Steven Ferguson
To: gmclist@temp.gmcnet.org
Subject: Re: [GMCnet] AUBURN RALLY ATTENDIES
Date: Saturday, June 05, 2010 6:22:54 AM


Good post Rick,
 I have done it all to my OEM setup. Between the PowerMaster, pads,
shoes etc, I have left no stone unturned.  I thought I had pretty darn
good braking until I drove your coach.  Not even a whisper of
comparison between the two.  If I keep this GMC, or get another, I
will have the reaction arm setup.  There is not even a question in my
mind about this and I consider this option as mandatory as getting the
coach to move under it's own power.
 Shift to plain text in your email program please.  Too many words I
don't know the meaning of in your post.


--
Steve Ferguson
'76 EII
Sierra Vista, AZ
Urethane bushing source
www.bdub.net/ferguson/
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From: gmclist-bounces@temp.gmcnet.org on behalf of Ken Henderson
To: gmclist@temp.gmcnet.org
Subject: Re: [GMCnet] AUBURN RALLY ATTENDIES
Date: Saturday, June 05, 2010 6:35:05 PM


Rob,


Thanks!


Rick,


Those drawings are great!  Now I feel like I understand most of the details.
 And, of course, have more questions:


1.  How do you adjust the axial play for manufacturing and wear variations?
 With the shim washer inside the torque box?  If so, is it feasible to R&R
the torque box to adjust for wear without removing the wheel hub?


2.  I presume there's clearance between the wheel hub inner seal and your
custom bronze bushing so that there's NO interaction between them; true?


3.  Chuck has mentioned that even if the reaction arm should fail/come
loose, normal braking will still be available.  That's reassuring until I
consider the shear forces that will be imposed on the spindle bolts -- seems
to me one should stop (GENTLY) ONCE after a link failure.  I'd want to
consider whether there should be an independent stop capable of withstanding
more shear.


4.  I foresee a market for someone's flexible grease hoses to bring those
Zerk fittings out to the face of the bogie so they can be hit as frequently
as the bogie pins. :-)  When that happens, there will be a build up of
grease around the outer side of the caliper mount, against the wheel hub.
 What will keep that grease from migrating out onto the friction surface of
the disc?


Nice work, Rick.  Please don't be offended by my questions:  They're not
meant to be critical, just seeking information and hoping to help address
issues before they arrive.  It may help to know that the last few years of
my USAF career were spent as Chief of Reliability & Maintainability
Engineering for a LOT of USAF equipment.  Numerous VERY expensive equipment
failures forced me to become more than a little sensitive to such issues.


Thanks for your efforts.


Ken H.
Americus, GA
'76 X-Birchaven
www.gmcwipersetc.com
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From: gmclist-bounces@temp.gmcnet.org on behalf of Steven Ferguson
To: gmclist@temp.gmcnet.org
Subject: Re: [GMCnet] AUBURN RALLY ATTENDIES
Date: Saturday, June 05, 2010 8:22:24 PM


Jim,
 Did I mention how impressed I was (VBG)
I drove it after several testers drove it. Tthose Alcoas were pretty
darn warm.  No fade, nada, zip, none.  Did I mention how impressed I
was?
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Ken,
Oh my gosh no. I'm not offended. This is exactly the kind of discussion we need. Peer review and
recommendation is how the GMC community benefits, though I hate posting on the net. Now to your
questions.
1- I can't imagine what would wear that would effect the axial play of the torque box, but you would
only have to remove the four 1/2 inch bolts that bolt the torque box to the caliper adapter plate.
2- You are correct, I designed the caliper adapter plate with the maximum thickness possible and still
leave 1/8" of clearance minimum.
3- I was concerned about this as well, but was also concerned about having the customer drill and
attache some kind of stop into their spindle flanges. Also there isn't a lot of room to install a stop
without weakening the the plate. I decided to leave it out and test for sheer. In the video with the
reaction arm removed during stopping, you can see that the torque box slowly rotates forward to the
stops due to slight brake pad contact with the rotor so the torque box never slams into the bolts. We
removed all the bolts after many 35 mph and one 60 mph panic stops in this configuration. Under the
microscope, I could see no stress cracks on any of the bolts. I decided to leave it like this.
4A- I like your greaser extension idea, but I would recommend making it optional to keep costs down.
4B- Regarding grease buildup between the caliper plate & the hub, if you were to look at the design of
the caliper plate you would see there is NO ROOM for any kind of grease seal so some grease will ooze
out when being applied. I recommend scraping the excess blob of grease off with a flat blade. I now
have 11,000+ miles on my coach with this setup and have seen NO transfer of grease at all.


By the way, I have not changed any parts except replacing the reaction arms with sway bars. The disk
brake/reaction arm system is as designed from the beginning. My brakes are just as good as the day we
installed them, even after 10 lifetimes worth of panic stops and towing without brake assistance, though
I don't recommend the latter, for legal reasons.


Best,
Rick
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From: gmclist-bounces@temp.gmcnet.org on behalf of Ken Henderson
To: gmclist@temp.gmcnet.org
Subject: Re: [GMCnet] AUBURN RALLY ATTENDIES
Date: Friday, June 04, 2010 9:09:16 AM


Rick,


Good to see you posting here.  I hope you'll continue and will divulge more
details of the design and configuration of the system.  I've always been a
big proponent of the concept since Chuck and Norm Jestico almost
simultaneously and independently introduced it to us.  What I've been
missing (thanks largely to being absent from the past few rallies) is the
details of the design such as:


1.  The specific configuration of the brakes on your test vehicle (which
you've just given us).


2.  The extent of the disk brake modifications necessary to convert to the
system; i.e., I've already got disk brakes -- can I just mount my calipers
on the mounts which I ASSUME are a part of the reaction arm kit?  In other
words is the reaction arm kit my only new cost?


3.  The bearing arrangement for the rotating caliper mount is a mystery --
what type bearing is used?  Does it require periodic adjustment?  Is it an
off-the-shelf part or will JimK be saddled with support for the next 30+
years of GMC life?  How is it protected from the hostile environment?  I
understand that there are Zerk fittings -- where (accessibility)?  Will
there be any other preventative maintenance?


4.  The pivots for the reaction arms -- are they bushings, ball joints,
what?


5.  Probably more I'm not thinking of at the moment...


These are all questions which anyone considering the system should be
interested in, and those of us who are really greasy-handed will be.  You
are the most qualified to give us the answers.  I think having it all
publicized will generate more adoptions.


Thanks,


Ken H.
Americus, GA
'76 X-Birchaven
www.gmcwipersetc.com
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From: gmclist-bounces@temp.gmcnet.org on behalf of Jim Kanomata
To: gmclist@temp.gmcnet.org
Subject: Re: [GMCnet] AUBURN RALLY ATTENDIES
Date: Saturday, June 05, 2010 8:31:51 PM


Ken,
Now I can understand why you can ask those questions.
We are always learning from others .
Your suggestion of the grease hose makes lot of sense.We are spoiled
as we have access to our lift so we never think what others go
through.
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From: gmclist-bounces@temp.gmcnet.org on behalf of Ken Henderson
To: gmclist@temp.gmcnet.org
Subject: Re: [GMCnet] AUBURN RALLY ATTENDIES
Date: Saturday, June 05, 2010 5:32:46 PM


Rick,


Thank you for the detailed reply.  It's helped considerably.


Unfortunately, our mailing list does not accept or convey attachments.  Just
as it accepts only plain text (Ex:  Your quotation marks for "inch" appear
as "&#8211" since you're apparently using Rich Text Format).


Can you post the additional drawings to GMCMHPhotos.com, or forward them
directly to one of us who can do so?


Ken H.
Americus, GA
'76 X-Birchaven
www.gmcwipersetc.com
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